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FORE WORD

Acknowledgments other than performance are artless, besides run- 
ning the risk of incriminating rather than honoring. I should like to 
say, however, that W. H. Auden—consulted by a publisher in 1945 
—is responsible for this undertaking—and is to be thanked in so far 
as the result is an asset, forgiven if a detriment; he has not seen it—■ 
subsequently attempted for The Viking Press on condition that Pro- 
fessor Harry Levin examine the work to ensure a sound equivalent 
for the French. Possible ״refreshment against chores of the term״ be- 
came what must have seemed to him a verbal counterpart of the 
Laocoôn; and if ״revision is its own reward,״ the reviser rather than 
the adviser should be the one to say so. Remuneration~one’s instinc• 
tive expedient to offset the maiming endlessness of preceptorial al- 
truism—was summarily declined by Professor Levin on the ground 
that “it would make him professional and seem to know more than” 
he did—modesty thus lending luster to virtuosity; if this rendering of 
the fables is not “neat，” it is not the fault of the preceptor. Titanic pa- 
tience and commensurate linguistic tenacities, necessitated by dis- 
parity in education, merit a better protégée; acknowledgment is a 
travesty.

After scholastic intensities of supervision such as the twelve books 
of fables involve, they were at intervals, as completed, submitted to 
The Viking Press—to Pascal Covici and Monroe Engel. Persisting 
ungainlinesses were then ameliorated by Mr. Engel. As consulting 
editor at the Press, Malcolm Cowley pronounced portions of the text 
“rather far from the French， ’ ；  he has contributed lines in addition to 
pedagogy, and but for the disservice of being credited with what he 
might repudiate, should be denominated Supervisor Extraordinary of 
the present version. My first endeavors were supervised by Walter 
Pistole and Elizabeth Ford, and I have been aided by Mrs. M. K. 
Chamberlain, Miss Kathrine Jones, Glen way Wescott, Monroe 
Wheeler, Mrs. Henry Church, Miss Malvina Hoffman, Pierre Schnei-
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